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Conversion Factors

International System of Units to U.S. customary units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>centimeter (cm)</td>
<td>0.3937</td>
<td>inch (in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>millimeter (mm)</td>
<td>0.03937</td>
<td>inch (in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter (m)</td>
<td>3.281</td>
<td>foot (ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilometer (km)</td>
<td>0.6214</td>
<td>mile (mi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaporation rate, wind speed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>millimeter per year (mm/yr)</td>
<td>0.03937</td>
<td>inch per year (in/yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter per second (m/s)</td>
<td>283465</td>
<td>foot per day (ft/d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter per second (m/s)</td>
<td>2.2369</td>
<td>mile per hour (mi/h)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Volume

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter (m³)</td>
<td>264.2</td>
<td>gallon (gal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter (m³)</td>
<td>0.0002642</td>
<td>million gallons (Mgal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic centimeter (cm³)</td>
<td>0.06102</td>
<td>cubic inch (in³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liter (L)</td>
<td>61.02</td>
<td>cubic inch (in³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter (m³)</td>
<td>35.31</td>
<td>cubic foot (ft³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter (m³)</td>
<td>1.308</td>
<td>cubic yard (yd³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter (m³)</td>
<td>0.0008107</td>
<td>acre-foot (acre-ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic hectometer (hm³)</td>
<td>810.7</td>
<td>acre-foot (acre-ft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kilopascal (kPa)</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>pound per square inch (lb/ft²)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>grams per cubic meter (g/m³)</td>
<td>0.00169</td>
<td>pounds per cubic yard (lb/yd³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilograms per cubic meter (kg/m³)</td>
<td>0.06243</td>
<td>pounds per cubic foot (lb/ft³)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hydraulic conductivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meter per day (m d⁻¹)</td>
<td>3.821</td>
<td>foot per day (ft d⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heat flux and specific heat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>joule (J)</td>
<td>0.2390057</td>
<td>calorie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joules per gram (J/g)</td>
<td>6.7756986</td>
<td>calories per ounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watt per square meter (W/m²)</td>
<td>0.0002048</td>
<td>calorie per second per square foot [(cal/s)/ft²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joules per kilogram per degrees Celsius [(J/kg)/°C]</td>
<td>0.0002388</td>
<td>calorie per gram per degrees Celsius [(cal/g)/°C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Temperature in degrees Celsius (°C) may be converted to degrees Fahrenheit (°F) as follows:

°F=(1.8×°C)+32.

Datums

Vertical coordinate information is referenced to North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88).

Horizontal coordinate information is referenced to North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83).

Altitude, as used in this report, refers to distance above the vertical datum.
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Abstract

This report documents a process used to estimate net infiltration from precipitation, evapotranspiration (ET), and soil data acquired at two sites on Rainier Mesa. Rainier Mesa is a groundwater recharge area within the Nevada National Security Site where recharged water flows through bedrock fractures to a deep (450 meters) water table. The U.S. Geological Survey operated two ET stations on Rainier Mesa from 2002 to 2005 at sites characterized by pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush vegetative cover. Precipitation and ET data were corrected to remove measurement biases and gap-filled to develop continuous datasets. Net infiltration (percolation below the root zone) and changes in root-zone water storage were estimated using a monthly water-balance model.

Site-scale water-budget results indicate that the heavily-fractured welded-tuff bedrock underlying thin (<40 centimeters) topsoil is a critical water source for vegetation during dry periods. Annual precipitation during the study period ranged from fourth lowest (182 millimeters [mm]) to second highest (708 mm) on record (record = 55 years). Annual ET exceeded precipitation during dry years, indicating that the fractured-bedrock reservoir capacity is sufficient to meet atmospheric-evaporative demands and to sustain vegetation through extended dry periods. Net infiltration (82 mm) was simulated during the wet year after the reservoir was rapidly filled to capacity. These results support previous conclusions that preferential fracture flow was induced, resulting in an episodic recharge pulse that was detected in nearby monitoring wells. The occurrence of net infiltration only during the wet year is consistent with detections of water-level rises in nearby monitoring wells that occur only following wet years.

Introduction

Rainier Mesa is a high volcanic plateau in the north-central part of the Nevada National Security Site (NNSS) where 61 underground nuclear tests were done between 1957 and 1992 (U.S. Department of Energy, 2015). Recharge to the water table beneath Rainier Mesa occurs as precipitation that infiltrates through fractured bedrock and percolates downward to depths beyond the influence of evapotranspiration (ET) (Fenelon and others, 2008). The transport of radionuclides from test areas to regional aquifers is of concern to the U.S. Department of Energy and Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (U.S. Department of Energy, 2004). A better understanding of infiltration and deep percolation processes is needed to better assess recharge processes on Rainier Mesa and the potential for radionuclide migration to the regional groundwater flow system.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) operated two ET stations on Rainier Mesa from January 2002 to August 2005 (DeMeo and others, 2006; fig. 1). The purpose of these ET stations was to collect data that could help better understand and characterize groundwater recharge processes; however, the usefulness of these data was limited because data corrections commonly applied today were not applied at the time of data collection and because there were multiple gaps in the datasets. Accurate and continuous ET and precipitation datasets are needed to develop accurate water budgets that can be used to estimate deep percolation and groundwater recharge. This report was done in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Energy to correct and gap-fill existing ET datasets and develop processes to estimate net infiltration on Rainier Mesa.
Figure 1. Locations of U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) evapotranspiration (ET) stations, selected National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather stations, and selected groundwater monitoring wells, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada.
Purpose and Scope

This report documents a process for estimating net infiltration from micrometeorological data acquired at two sites on Rainier Mesa. The primary objectives of the study were to (1) correct and gap-fill existing precipitation and ET datasets, and (2) develop a method that uses the corrected datasets to estimate net infiltration. Net infiltration is defined in this study as water percolation below the root zone. Datasets were corrected for the 3-year period from July 1, 2002, to June 30, 2005. Soil samples were collected during May 2014 to determine physical and hydraulic properties and depth to bedrock. Net infiltration was simulated monthly with a water-balance model. All pertinent data and models are published in Smith and others (2017).

Description of Measurement Sites

The USGS operated two ET stations from January 1, 2002, to August 24, 2005 (fig. 1). The sites were located in homogeneous vegetation covers representative of the Rainier Mesa recharge area (DeMeo and others, 2006). The first site, referred to in this report as the “pinyon-juniper site,” was in mixed pinyon pine (*Pinus edulis*) and juniper (*Juniperus* sp.) woodlands (DeMeo and others, 2006; fig. 2A). The second site, referred to in this report as the “scrub-brush site,” was in high-desert scrub brush dominated by rabbitbrush (*Chrysothamnus* sp.) (fig. 2B). The pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush sites were at similar altitudes and separated by about 1.5 kilometers (km) (table 1). Both sites were atop a thin layer (<40 centimeters [cm]) of loam to clay loam soil underlain by fractured welded-tuff bedrock. Continuous measurements at each site included the micrometeorological and energy-balance components necessary to calculate ET. Twenty-minute-averaged measurements included latent- and sensible-heat fluxes (sampled at 10 hertz), and net radiation, soil-heat flux, air temperature, wind speed, wind direction, and volumetric soil-water content (sampled at 10-second intervals).
Precipitation (rain and snow) on Rainier Mesa is measured at weather station A12, a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Special Operations Research Division weather station (Soule, 2006). Uncorrected daily precipitation data were acquired from the A12 weather station and used for water-budget analyses (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2015). The A12 weather station was collocated with the pinyon-juniper ET station during the study period (figs. 1 and 2, table 1). Precipitation data were not collected at the scrub-brush ET site.

### Hydrogeology of Rainier Mesa

Rainier Mesa is the highest point (about 2,340 m) within the NNSS and is a groundwater recharge area (Fenelon and others, 2008). This volcanic upland is preserved, in part, by a dense cap of welded tuff identified as the Timber Mountain welded-tuff formation (Fenelon and others, 2008). This volcanic upland is preserved, in part, by a dense cap of welded tuff identified as the Timber Mountain welded-tuff formation (Fenelon and others, 2008).

The Tertiary-age heavily fractured welded-tuff caprock extends from land surface to 80–170 m below land surface (bls) and overlies a thick sequence (>900 m) of bedded tuffs (Thordarson, 1965; Fenelon and others, 2010). Precipitation periodically percolates beyond the influence of the dynamic near-surface ET zone and recharges the water table about 450 m bls (Fenelon and others, 2010).

Preferential flow through large structural deformations and cooling fractures in the volcanic tuffs is an important recharge process on Rainier Mesa. Contrarily, flow is extremely limited through the welded-tuff matrix because the saturated hydraulic conductivity is less than $5 \times 10^{-5}$ m/s (Thordarson, 1965; Ebel and Nimmo, 2009). Various investigators used tunnels mined into the mesa to study the recharge process. Underground nuclear tests were done near or below the water table in 11 tunnels ranging from 0.06- to 24-km long (Ebel and Nimmo, 2009). Groundwater discharged to some of the tunnels through fractures and faults exposed during mining (Clebsch, 1960; Thordarson, 1965). Because discharge decreased with time, it was concluded that the fractures were disconnected. This conclusion is supported by Thordarson (1965), who noted that only 2 percent of roughly 5,000 fractures in 19 km of exposed tunnel yielded water.

Findings by some investigators suggest a fast component of flow, at least in a limited number of fractures and faults. For example, Clebsch (1961) measured increased tritium concentrations in tunnel discharge and concluded that the water was between 0.8 and 6 years old. Russell and others (1987) noted hydrograph responses in tunnel discharge following winter storms, suggesting a relatively fast response in the tunnel to recharge. Jacobson and others (1986) studied the chemistry of tunnel seeps and noted increased cation-to-silica ratios 1.5–3 months after a recharge event and increased tunnel discharge rates from 3–6 months after a recharge event. Additionally, bomb-pulse (cosmogenic isotope $^{36}\text{Cl}$) was detected in samples of water in a tunnel at depths of about 400 m below land surface (Norris and others, 1990). The $^{36}\text{Cl}$ was attributed to preferential flow of young recharge water along a nearby fault that intersected the tunnel.

Near-surface hydrologic processes of Rainier Mesa are conceptualized in figure 3. Continuous fractures to the water table provide a permeable pathway for water to percolate below the root zone. The soil zone beneath both ET sites is less than 0.4 m; therefore, the storage of infiltrated precipitation in the soil is limited. Water storage likely is supplemented by a system of discontinuous fractures in the shallow bedrock. This discontinuous-fracture system comprises a shallow reservoir where precipitation stored during above-average years sustains vegetation during below-average years. The depth of vegetative roots extending into the fractured bedrock is identified as the root zone.

### Location and general description of measurement sites, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada, 2002–05

[Table 1: Location and general description of measurement sites, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada, 2002–05.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement site</th>
<th>USGS or NOAA site identifier</th>
<th>Measurement type</th>
<th>Latitude (decimal degrees)</th>
<th>Longitude (decimal degrees)</th>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>Vegetation type</th>
<th>Vegetation cover (percent)</th>
<th>Average vegetation height (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinyon-juniper¹</td>
<td>371128116125901</td>
<td>Evapotranspiration</td>
<td>37.191</td>
<td>-116.216</td>
<td>2,283</td>
<td>Pinyon-juniper woodland</td>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrub-brush¹</td>
<td>371048116122501</td>
<td>Evapotranspiration</td>
<td>37.180</td>
<td>-116.207</td>
<td>2,290</td>
<td>High-desert scrub brush</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainier Mesa²</td>
<td>A12</td>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>37.190</td>
<td>-116.220</td>
<td>2,283</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Rock Airport²</td>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Net radiation</td>
<td>36.621</td>
<td>-116.026</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹DeMeo and others (2006).
Figure 3. Photograph and conceptual diagram showing near-surface hydrologic processes, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada.
The maximum reported root depth of pinyon and juniper pine is 6.4 m in tuff bedrock formations (Foxx and Tierney, 1985). In this report, the deep percolation of water beneath the root zone is defined as net infiltration (Hevesi and others, 2003). The mechanisms controlling the rate of percolation below the root zone through the thick (300–500 m) unsaturated zone to recharge the water table are poorly understood; however, rising water levels in wells near Rainier Mesa following above-average precipitation years suggest that some recharge occurs rapidly through fracture flow.

Water levels in monitoring wells U12s, ER-12-1, and ER-19-1-3, drilled into granite, carbonate rock, and volcanic tuff, respectively, rose rapidly during late 2005 through 2006 (figs. 1 and 4). These rises are interpreted as a response to episodic pulses of recharge resulting from substantially above-average precipitation during the 2004–05 winter (Soule, 2006; Mirus and Nimmo, 2013). These rapid rises are consistent with preferential flow paths that allow recharge to reach the water table quickly (Thordarson, 1965; Ebel and Nimmo, 2009). Previous estimates of recharge to the water table on Rainier Mesa range from 5 (Belcher and others, 2004) to 50 millimeters per year (mm/yr) (Russell and Minor, 2002). Site-specific recharge rates, using a source-responsive model of water-level fluctuations in well ER-12-1, averaged 24 mm/yr between 1993 and 2012 (Mirus and Nimmo, 2013). Average rates from four distributed recharge models ranged between 10 and 20 mm/yr (Stoller-Navarro Joint Venture, 2008).

![Figure 4. Hydrographs for selected monitoring wells, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada, 1995–2015.](image-url)
Water-Budget Methods

Net infiltration was estimated based on a water balance between precipitation and ET. Existing precipitation and ET datasets required a number of gap-filling procedures and corrections to develop continuous datasets and to remove measurement biases. Precipitation data acquired from the A12 weather station were corrected for wind-induced gage-catch deficiencies. Micrometeorological data acquired from DeMeo and others (2006) were filtered to remove data spikes, corrected for frequency-response and energy-balance deficiencies, and gap-filled. Annual analysis periods (July 1–June 30) were selected to minimize the influence of antecedent soil-zone water storage on the water balance. Net infiltration and changes in root-zone water storage were estimated monthly using a water-balance model. All data were summarized annually.

Precipitation Data Collection Methods

All precipitation gages are subject to gage-catch deficiencies that result in an underestimation (negative bias) of true precipitation (Larson and Peck, 1974). The primary cause of gage-catch error is wind. A precipitation gage obstructs the wind stream, which creates turbulence around the orifice of the gage. This turbulence deflects precipitation that otherwise would have fallen into the orifice. The error increases as wind speeds increase, and wind speeds decrease following a logarithmic wind profile with decreasing height above the land surface or vegetation canopy (Campbell and Norman, 1998). To correct for this negative bias, wind speed at gage-orifice height must be known or estimated. Accordingly, the daily average wind speed measured by the anemometer at A12 (10-m-high) was adjusted downward to the gage-orifice height (1 m) using the following equation (Yang and others, 1996):

\[
U(h) = \frac{\ln \left( \frac{h}{z_0} \right)}{\ln \left( \frac{H}{z_0} \right)} U(H)
\]

where
- \(U(h)\) is the estimated daily wind speed at the gage orifice, in meters per second,
- \(U(H)\) is the measured daily wind speed by the anemometer, in meters per second,
- \(h\) is the height of the gage orifice above land surface, in meters,
- \(H\) is the height of the anemometer above land surface, in meters,
- \(\ln\) natural logarithm, and
- \(z_0\) is the roughness parameter, in meters, estimated as 0.32 m (Hansen, 1993).

Daily average wind speeds \((U[H])\) were missing for 66 days when precipitation was measured at A12. Gaps in the \(U(H)\) dataset were filled using height-corrected wind-speed data from the pinyon-juniper ET site if available (measured at 4-m height), or from the scrub-brush ET site (measured at 3-m height) when data from the pinyon-juniper ET site were not available.

Daily gage-catch ratios were computed from the gap-filled \(U(h)\) dataset based on precipitation type. Precipitation measurement error is greater for solid (snow) than for liquid precipitation (rain) (Larson and Peck, 1974; Groisman and others, 1991; Yang and others, 1996). Correlations for precipitation type (liquid, mixed, and solid) are identified by air temperature associated with transitions in precipitation type. Mixed and solid precipitation corrections are defined by temperatures ranging from 3 to -2 °C and less than -2 °C, respectively (Yang and others, 1996). Gage-catch ratios \((R)\) were computed using the following equations (Yang and others, 1996):

\[
R_{\text{solid}} = \exp \left(4.606 - 0.157 \times U(h)^{1.28} \right)
\]

\[
R_{\text{mixed}} = 100.77 - 8.34 \times U(h)
\]

\[
R_{\text{liquid}} = \exp \left(4.605 - 0.062 \times U(h)^{0.58} \right)
\]

where \(R\) is the percentage of precipitation measured for solid, mixed, and liquid precipitation.

The following equation uses \(R\) to correct gage-catch deficiencies:

\[
P = \frac{P_m \times 100}{R}
\]

where
- \(P\) is corrected precipitation, in millimeters, and
- \(P_m\) is measured precipitation, in millimeters.

The corrected A12 precipitation dataset was used for water-balance calculations at both the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush ET sites. The uncertainty of \(P\) at the co-located pinyon-juniper ET site is estimated to be ± 5 percent. An additional ± 5 percent uncertainty is applied to the scrub-brush ET site to account for the distance between these sites (1.5 km); accordingly, a total \(P\) uncertainty at the scrub-brush ET site of about ± 7 percent was estimated by propagating these uncertainties “in quadrature” (the square root of the sum of squared measurement and distance uncertainties). \(P\) and \(P_m\) data are given in Smith and others (2017).
Evapotranspiration Data Collection Methods

Evapotranspiration is the process that transfers water from the land surface to the atmosphere and occurs as evaporation (or sublimation when below freezing) from open water, soil, and plant canopies, and as transpiration from plants. Radiative energy originating from the sun is a large component of net radiation, and net radiation is the primary driver of ET processes. Net radiation \( R_n \) is the difference between incoming and outgoing long-wave and shortwave radiation. Net radiation at the Earth’s surface is partitioned into energy that is transferred by heat conducted downward into the subsurface \( G \), by heat conducting or convecting upward into the atmosphere \( H \), or by conversion of water from the solid or liquid phase to the vapor phase \( LE \) (Brutsaert, 1982). This partitioning process, which is based on the conservation of energy principle, can be expressed as:

\[
R_n - G = LE + H
\]  
(6)

where

- \( R_n \) is net radiation,
- \( G \) is soil-heat flux,
- \( LE \) is latent-heat flux, and
- \( H \) is sensible-heat flux.

All terms are in watts per square meter \( (W/m^2) \), and each term is positive during typical daytime conditions. \( R_n \) is positive when incoming long-wave and shortwave radiation exceeds outgoing long-wave and shortwave radiation, \( G \) is positive when heat moves from the surface into the subsurface, and \( LE \) and \( H \) are positive when moving upward from the surface to the atmosphere. The left side of equation 6 represents the available energy and the right side the turbulent flux. Energy used for photosynthesis and energy stored as heat in short and sparse canopies are considered negligible for this study and are not accounted for in the energy-balance equation (Brutsaert, 1982; Wilson and others, 2002). A greater proportion of available energy is partitioned into \( H \) in arid environments where water supplies are limited; however, following precipitation events, a greater proportion of available energy is partitioned into \( LE \) due to the amount of energy consumed in the ET process.

DeMeo and others (2006) used eddy covariance to measure ET at the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush sites. Eddies are turbulent airflows caused by wind, surface roughness, and convective heat flow in the atmospheric surface layer (Swinbank, 1951; Brutsaert, 1982; Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). Eddies transfer energy and mass between the land surface and the atmosphere through a process referred to as turbulent energy exchange. Evapotranspiration (positive \( LE \)) occurs when water vapor in upward moving eddies is greater than in downward moving eddies. \( LE \) is the product of the latent heat of vaporization of water \( (\lambda) \) and water-vapor flux density. Water-vapor flux density is calculated as the covariance of instantaneous deviations from the time-averaged product of water-vapor density and vertical wind speed. \( LE \) can be expressed mathematically as:

\[
LE = \lambda w \rho_v
\]  
(7)

where

- \( \lambda \) is the latent heat of vaporization, in joules per gram,
- \( w \) is vertical wind speed, in meters per second; and
- \( \rho_v \) is water vapor density, in grams per cubic meter, where the overbar is the average and the prime is the deviation from the average over an averaging period.

Although slightly temperature-dependent, \( \lambda \) is nearly a constant; therefore, the period of record mean air temperature was used to calculate \( \lambda \). The ET rate was computed by dividing \( LE \) by \( \lambda \) and the density of water as described by Stannard and others (2013, p. 7).

\( H \) is the movement of heat energy that results from a temperature gradient between the Earth’s surface and the atmosphere. \( H \) is computed from temperature and vertical wind speed as:

\[
H = \rho C_p w' T_a'
\]  
(8)

where

- \( \rho \) is air density, in kilograms per cubic meters,
- \( C_p \) is specific heat of air, in joules per kilogram per degree Celsius, and
- \( T_a \) is air temperature, in degrees Celsius, where the overbar is the average and the prime is the deviation from the average over an averaging period.

The ET sites established by DeMeo and others (2006) were equipped with sensors necessary to independently measure each of the energy-balance components in equation 6 at 20-minute intervals. \( LE \) and \( H \) were computed from rapid fluctuations in water-vapor density, wind-speed components, and air temperature measured by fast-response sensors. A krypton hygrometer was used to sample water-vapor density fluctuations, and a three-dimensional sonic anemometer sampled wind vector and air temperature fluctuations at 0.1-second intervals. \( R_n \) was measured with a net radiometer. \( G \) was measured at each site using multiple soil-heat flux plates. Volumetric water content was measured by three water content reflectometers at each site representing an integrated average from 0 to 15 cm b.s. Additional sensor descriptions and setup information is available in DeMeo and others (2006).
Time-series data acquired from DeMeo and others (2006) required additional processing to develop the continuous datasets needed to estimate annual ET. Data filtering and gap-filling techniques documented by Law and others (2005), Moreo and Swancar (2013), and Garcia and others (2015) were adapted for processing of \( LE \), \( H \), and \( R_n \) time-series data. Instrument malfunctions at the scrub-brush site resulted in no \( LE \) data after July 2004. As a result, the period-of-record for water-budget analyses was July 1, 2002, to June 30, 2005, at the pinyon-juniper site and July 1, 2002, to June 30, 2004, at the scrub-brush ET site. Gaps in \( G \) were not filled because (1) as much as 76 percent of annual data were missing and (2) the magnitude of \( G \) is small over annual periods (Shuttleworth, 1993; Moreo and others, 2007; Garcia and others, 2015). The following sections describe the application of data filters, gap-filling techniques, and corrections.

**Filter and Gap-Filling Procedures**

Time-series data for \( LE \) and \( H \) were filtered to remove poor-quality or unrepresentative 20-minute data resulting from sensor failure and limitations, site maintenance, and meteorological conditions (fig. 5). First, \( LE \) and \( H \) data spikes less than -150 W/m\(^2\) and greater than 700 W/m\(^2\) were filtered (Law and others, 2005), then nighttime (\( R_n < -5 \) W/m\(^2\)) \( LE \) was filtered to limit values to lower and upper bounds of -50 and 50 W/m\(^2\). \( R_n \) data did not require filtering except for a few erroneous values caused by sensor maintenance during site visits. The annual percentage of missing or filtered flux data ranged from 3 to 44 percent at the pinyon-juniper and 3 to 22 percent at the scrub-brush ET sites (table 2).

![Figure 5. Flow of data filter and gap-filling processes for latent-heat flux (LE), sensible-heat flux (H), and net radiation (Rn) time-series data, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, 2002–05.](image-url)
Data processing to develop continuous gap-filled datasets was done using the Microsoft Excel® add-in SeriesSEE (Halford and others, 2012). The procedures used to gap-fill LE, H, and $R_n$ time-series datasets varied depending on the (1) length of the gap, (2) flux type, and (3) time of day that the gap occurred (fig. 5). Gaps of less than 2 hours in each dataset were filled by linear interpolation. Gaps of 2 hours or more in the $R_n$ datasets were filled by least-square regression of pinyon-juniper compared with scrub-brush site values ($r^2 = 0.91$). Gaps of 2 hours or more in LE datasets at night were set equal to zero because minimal energy is available during nighttime to drive ET processes. The remaining gaps in LE, H, and $R_n$ datasets were simulated with moving average transforms in SeriesSEE (Halford and others, 2012; Garcia and others, 2015). Fluxes were simulated with model inputs of pertinent time-series data, such as LE, H, $R_n$, air temperature, and precipitation. The model inputs represented predictor variables with multiple signals and frequencies to simulate environmental fluctuations prior and (or) subsequent to data gaps. Model inputs were transformed into functions, herein identified as model components, with a moving average transform. The model components represent the trends and conditions at time (t) and are summed to the simulated flux ($SF$) by the following equation (Halford and others, 2012):

$$SF(t) = C_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} MC_i(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

where

- $C_0$ is a constant equal to the summation of all y-intercepts from each component, in watts per square meter,
- $n$ is the number of components,
- $MC_i(t)$ is the $i$th model component, in watts per square meter.

Moving-average transforms were applied to the model components at time (t) by:

$$MC(t) = a_i V_i(t + \phi_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where

- $a_i$ is the amplitude multiplier of the $i$th component in units of the simulated flux divided by units of the $i$th component,
- $\phi_i$ is the phase-shift of the $i$th component, and
- $V_i(t + \phi_i)$ is the value of the moving average of the $i$th component at time $t + \phi_i$ in units of the $i$th component.

A large range of moving averages was selected as model components due to a broad range of averaging periods helping to minimize model error (Halford and others, 2012). SeriesSEE uses Parameter ESTimation (PEST; Doherty, 2010) to automatically calibrate the amplitude and phase-shift of the model components to minimize the error between the simulated and measured fluxes prior and (or) subsequent to data gaps. After error between the measured and simulated flux is minimized, the simulated flux is projected through the gap period(s) and model error is reported as the root-mean-square-error (Halford and others, 2012). Gaps were filled sequentially using moving average transformations as follows:

1. $R_n$
2. $H$
3. LE

When $R_n$ data were not available either from the pinyon-juniper or scrub-brush sites, $R_n$ data from the NOAA Desert Rock Airport station were used (Soule, 2006; fig. 1 and table 1). Gaps in $H$ data were modeled using moving averages of gap-filled $R_n$ and $H$ fluxes. Gaps in LE data were modeled using moving averages of $R_n$, $H$, and Priestly-Taylor modeled LE fluxes. The Priestley-Taylor equation is (Priestley and Taylor, 1972):

$$LE = \alpha \frac{\Delta}{\Delta + \gamma} (R_n - G)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

where

- $\alpha$ is an empirically determined dimensionless coefficient that was allowed to vary during the fitting process,
- $\Delta$ is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure-temperature curve (kilopascals per degrees Celsius), and
- $\gamma$ is the psychrometric constant, in kilopascal per degree Celsius, pressure-corrected for site altitude.

Air temperature ($T_a$ in degrees Celsius) was used to compute the second term on the right side of equation 12 using a polynomial regression equation fit to data from Shuttleworth (1993, table 4.1.1) with the psychrometric constant:

$$\frac{\Delta}{\Delta + \gamma} = -0.00015T_a^2 + 0.017T_a + 0.430.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

### Table 2. Percentage of missing or filtered 20-minute net radiation, latent-heat flux, and sensible-heat flux data at the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush evapotranspiration sites, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada, 2002–05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evapotranspiration site</th>
<th>Annual period</th>
<th>Missing or filtered data (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_n$</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinyon-juniper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-04 to 06-30-05</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrub-brush</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, gaps in LE fluxes coinciding with precipitation were modeled with the gamma function to improve goodness-of-fit (Halford and others, 2012). The gamma function was used to adjust the attenuation, intensity, and length of LE fluxes after precipitation events (Garcia and others, 2015). An inventory of gap-filling procedures applied to LE, H, and \( R_n \) data and goodness-of-fit model results are given in Smith and others (2017).

**Frequency-Response and Energy-Balance Corrections**

Several corrections commonly are applied to raw eddy-covariance fluxes to compensate for limitations both in eddy-covariance theory and equipment design. The following corrections were applied by DeMeo and others (2006): (1) the variation in the density of rising and falling air was corrected following Webb and others (1980), (2) the attenuation of the krypton hygrometer signal caused by oxygen sensitivity was corrected as suggested by Tanner and Greene (1989), and (3) air density and sound-path deflection of sonic-derived temperatures was corrected using Schotanus and others (1983). The following corrections were not applied by DeMeo and others (2006): (1) two-dimensional coordinate rotation of raw covariances to correct small misalignments of the three-dimensional sonic anemometer that force the average vertical and crosswind velocities to zero (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994); (2) frequency-response corrections owing to averaging time, sensor geometry, and sensor separation (Moore, 1986); and (3) corrections for energy imbalances. For this study, coordinate rotation corrections could not be applied because the raw covariance data were not available. Frequency response corrections were applied following the procedures outlined by Moore (1986). Although frequency response corrections typically are applied before the density and oxygen corrections and data reduction to 20- or 30-minute averages, only 20-minute density and oxygen corrected data were available; therefore, frequency response corrections were applied to corrected and averaged data with an average increase of \( H \) and \( LE \) fluxes by approximately 1 and 2 percent, respectively.

Corrections for energy imbalances were applied to the ET dataset. The accuracy of eddy covariance turbulent-flux \( (LE + H) \) measurements commonly is assessed based on the energy-balance closure method. This method is based on the conservation of energy principle, where the degree to which energy-balance closure is achieved is quantified by the energy-balance ratio \( (EBR) \) (Wilson and others, 2002):

\[
EBR = \frac{LE + H}{R_n - G}. \tag{13}
\]

Ideally, if all energy fluxes are measured accurately (within limits of measurement accuracy), then the \( EBR \) will equal unity. In reality, eddy covariance turbulent flux (eq. 13 numerator) is consistently less than the available energy (eq. 13 denominator). Typical \( EBR \) values range from 0.6 to 1.0, but most frequently range from 0.7 to 0.8 (Twine and others, 2000; Wilson and others, 2002; Foken, 2008). Although various theories have been advanced to explain the \( EBR \) discrepancy, currently (2016) there is no consensus about which of the following theories is correct: (1) turbulent flux is underestimated, or (2) available energy is overestimated (Wilson and others, 2002). Foken (2008) and Foken and others (2012) noted that turbulent fluxes often are underestimated because eddy-covariance measurements miss large-scale turbulent exchange fluxes, whereas Leuning and others (2012) note that available energy can be overestimated because of the inability to accurately estimate energy stored in soils, air, and biomass (Leuning and others, 2012).

Annual \( EBRs \) were computed for the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush ET sites (table 3). Energy-balance analyses included only daily periods for which 72 good (non-gap-filled) 20-minute measurements were available.

---

**Table 3.** Annual energy-balance fluxes and ratios at the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush evapotranspiration sites, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada, July 1, 2002–June 30, 2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evapotranspiration site</th>
<th>Annual period</th>
<th>( R_n )</th>
<th>( G )</th>
<th>( LE )</th>
<th>( H )</th>
<th>Available energy</th>
<th>Turbulent flux</th>
<th>( EBR ) (unitless)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinyon-juniper</td>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-04 to 06-30-05</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean 07-01-02 to 06-30-05</strong></td>
<td><strong>114</strong></td>
<td><strong>0</strong></td>
<td><strong>26</strong></td>
<td><strong>67</strong></td>
<td><strong>114</strong></td>
<td><strong>93</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.82</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrub-brush</td>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean 07-01-02 to 06-30-04</strong></td>
<td><strong>90</strong></td>
<td><strong>0</strong></td>
<td><strong>23</strong></td>
<td><strong>55</strong></td>
<td><strong>90</strong></td>
<td><strong>78</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.87</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[All values in watts per square meter unless otherwise noted. \( R_n \): Net radiation. \( G \): Soil-heat flux (estimated as 0). \( LE \): Latent-heat flux. \( H \): Sensible-heat flux. Available energy: Computed as \( R_n \) minus \( G \). Turbulent flux: Computed as \( LE \) plus \( H \). \( EBR \): Energy-balance ratio, computed as turbulent flux divided by available energy]
The mean period-of-record EBR for the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush ET sites were 0.82 and 0.87, respectively, indicating that 82 and 87 percent of measured available energy was accounted for by measured turbulent fluxes. Energy imbalances were corrected and uncertainties estimated as described in Moreo and Swancar (2013) and Garcia and others (2015). Briefly, energy imbalanced LE and H were assumed to represent probable minimums, and probable maximums were computed by adjusting LE and H upward to achieve energy-balance closure while maintaining consistency with the Bowen ratio. The Bowen ratio represents the ratio of H to LE. The best estimate of LE and H for this study was assumed to be the mean of probable minimum and maximum estimates and uncertainty was assumed to be the difference between the best estimate and the probable minimum or maximum. Annual uncertainties ranged from 7 to 13 percent at the pinyon-juniper and 5 to 9 percent at the scrub-brush ET sites. Continuous ET datasets computed from gap-filled and corrected 20-minute energy-balance data are given in Smith and others (2017).

### Root-Zone Properties

Soil samples were collected to determine physical and hydraulic properties, which were used to compute the available water capacity (AWC) and estimate maximum root-zone water storage (Smax). Replicate soil cores (n=3) were collected for three depth intervals at each site during April–May 2014 (table 4). Cores were collected between 0 and 38 cm bls at the pinyon-juniper and 0 and 33 cm bls at the scrub-brush sites. Maximum core depths correspond to the depth to bedrock at each site. Standard laboratory measurements of texture (hydrometer) and moisture retention characteristics (five-point tension analysis) were made (table 4). The AWC is the amount of stored water available to plants and was computed using the following equation (Salter and Williams, 1965; U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2005):

\[
AWC = (\theta_{sat} - \theta_{15}) \times z
\]

where
- \(AWC\) is available water capacity, in millimeters,
- \(\theta_{sat}\) is volumetric water content at saturation, in cubic centimeter per cubic centimeter,
- \(\theta_{15}\) is volumetric water content at -15 bar matric potential, in cubic centimeter per cubic centimeter,
- \(z\) is the length evaluated, in centimeters.

### Table 4. Root-zone properties including available water capacity and maximum water storage estimated at the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush evapotranspiration sites, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada.

[Zones are shown in figure 3. AWC: available water capacity, \(z\): length evaluated. Abbreviations: cm, centimeter; bls, below land surface; cm\(^3\)/cm\(^3\), cubic centimeters per cubic centimeter; fc, field capacity; mm, millimeter; \(\theta\), volumetric water content; sat, saturation; 15, -15 bar matric potential; Smax, maximum root-zone water storage].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evapotranspiration site</th>
<th>Textural properties</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Depth interval (cm bls)</th>
<th>(z) (cm)</th>
<th>Mean volumetric water content (cm(^3)/cm(^3))</th>
<th>AWC (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0) bars (saturation) ((\theta_{sat}))</td>
<td>(-0.1) bars ((\theta_{fc}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinyon-juniper</td>
<td>Loam to clay loam</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>0–15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clay loam</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>15–28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandy clay loam to clay loam</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>28–38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welded tuff</td>
<td>Fractured bedrock</td>
<td>38–640</td>
<td>602</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrub-brush</td>
<td>Loam to sandy clay loam</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>0–15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loam to sandy clay loam</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>15–23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loam to clay loam</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>23–33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welded tuff</td>
<td>Fractured bedrock</td>
<td>33–640</td>
<td>607</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The volumetric water content at -15 bars matric potential ($\theta_{-15}$) represents the permanent wilting point of many species. The permanent wilting point is the water content at which plant roots cannot extract water because the water is held too tightly by the soil matrix. Although wilting points of the xerophytic species evaluated in this study likely occur below -15 bars, matric potential changes below this value likely will yield negligible water content changes; therefore, a permanent wilting point of -15 bars was considered sufficient to estimate $AWC$ (that is, $AWC=0$ mm at -15 bars). The volumetric water content at -0.1 bars matric potential represents the field capacity. Field capacity is the volumetric water content following gravity drainage of recent precipitation. $AWC$ is commonly computed using field capacity; however, the $AWC$ was computed from water contents at saturation rather than field capacity for the current study because the primary purpose of this calculation was to estimate the maximum root-zone water storage ($S_{\text{max}}$) for water accounting purposes. Using the saturated water content to calculate $AWC$ for the water balance approach is consistent with a saturated condition in the soil and shallow bedrock being a threshold for the initiation of preferential flow through bedrock fractures that triggers net infiltration below the root zone. The $AWC$ at field capacity and maximum water storage ($S_{\text{max}}$) are given in table 4.

Root zone $S_{\text{max}}$ was estimated by summing $S_{\text{max}}$ computed for the relatively thin (<0.4 m) soil zone, described in the previous paragraph, and relatively thick (about 6 m) fractured-bedrock zone (fig. 3). Bedrock properties data were insufficient to determine $AWC$; therefore, two key assumptions were required to estimate bedrock-zone $S_{\text{max}}$. First, the thickness of the root zone was estimated based on literature values of maximum root depths (6.4 m) for pinyon and juniper pines (Foxx and Tierney, 1985). Second, the bedrock porosity was estimated as 5 percent based the mean of a textbook range (0 to 10 percent) for fractured crystalline rock (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 36). Accordingly, bedrock-zone $S_{\text{max}}$ was computed by multiplying the bedrock-zone lengths by the porosity. The resulting root-zone $S_{\text{max}}$ estimates for the pinyon-juniper (414 mm) and scrub-brush (411 mm) sites were similar.

**Water-Budget Equation**

A water budget simply states that the rate of change in water stored in a representative volume is balanced by the rate at which water flows in and out of the volume. Measured changes in the water balance over time can be used to assess the effects of climate variability on water resources (Healy and others, 2007). Site-scale hydrologic processes at the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush sites were evaluated using the following equation:

$$NI = P - ET - \Delta S$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $NI$ is net infiltration, $P$ is precipitation, $ET$ is evapotranspiration, and $\Delta S$ is the change in root-zone water storage.

All terms are in millimeters per year. Although surface runoff in ephemeral washes has occurred at the NNSS (French and others, 1996; Savard, 1998), no runoff was reported for the areas near the ET sites (DeMeo and others, 2006); therefore, runoff is assumed negligible and not accounted for in equation 15. $P$ and $ET$ were measured and estimated as described previously. $NI$ and $\Delta S$ were estimated based on the following one-dimensional water-balance model.

**Water-Balance Model**

In deep water-table settings, such as at Rainier Mesa, the use of a simple water-balance or “bucket” model has been a simple and effective way to represent soil moisture dynamics in the vegetative root zone and estimate effective infiltration (Rodriguez-Iturbe and others, 1999; Guswa and others, 2002, p. 2; Walker and others, 2002 p. 74; O’Reilly, 2004). The water-balance model used in the current study was modified from O’Reilly (2004). The model simulates $\Delta S$ with $P$ filling and $ET$ emptying the bucket. The size of the bucket is based on the total $AWC$ of the root-zone. If the bucket is filled beyond its maximum storage capacity ($S_{\text{max}}$), percolation below the root zone is assumed. Percolation below the root zone is defined in this study as net infiltration ($NI$). Net infiltration as an indicator of recharge is supported by rising water levels and increased tunnel discharge following above-average precipitation years (see section, “Hydrogeology of Rainier Mesa”). Model inputs are the continuous $P$ and $ET$ datasets described previously. $\Delta S$ was simulated by applying the following equation:

$$\Delta S = P(t) - ET(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $t$ is timescale.

At the monthly timescale:

$$S' = S^{i-1} + (P^i - ET^i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $S'$ is root-zone storage at timestep $i$, in millimeters, $S^{i-1}$ is root-zone storage at previous timestep $i-1$, in millimeters, $P^i$ is sum of corrected precipitation, in millimeters, $ET^i$ is sum of corrected evapotranspiration, in millimeters, and $i$ is timestep (monthly).
The model requires parameters of root-zone storage at the beginning of the simulation (study) period ($S_i$) and $S_{\text{max}}$. Net infiltration is conditional and is simulated when the root-zone storage ($S$) exceeds the $S_{\text{max}}$ (modified from O'Reilly, 2004):

$$NI^i = \begin{cases} \frac{S^i - S_{\text{max}}}{\Delta t} & \text{for } S^i > S_{\text{max}} \\ 0 & \text{for } S^i \leq S_{\text{max}} \end{cases}$$

where $NI^i$ is net infiltration over time interval $i$, in millimeters.

**Model Calibration**

Root-zone water storage ($S$) at the beginning of the study period ($S_i$) was not known. However, an assumption was made that ET completely depleted root-zone water storage ($S=0$) at the driest point in the study period. This assumption is not unreasonable considering that 1999–2004 was the longest dry (below-average precipitation) period on record, with 2003–04 being amongst the driest (see section, “Precipitation Estimates”). Applying the assumption to the pinyon-juniper site, $S_i$ was computed to be 178 mm by iteratively varying $S_i$ until the minimum monthly $S$ was 0 mm at some point during the study period (bucket is empty). The assumption results in an initial root zone water-storage depletion estimate of 236 mm ($S_{\text{max}}$ [414 mm] minus $S_i$ [178 mm]).

A sensitivity analysis was used to examine the sensitivity of $S_i$ on simulated $NI$. Net infiltration is considered sensitive to a parameter when a small change in the calibrated parameter value causes a large change in the simulated $NI$. The sensitivity of $S_i$ was examined by adjusting the initial root-zone storage by 5 and 10 percent (13 and 26 mm). A 5 percent change corresponded to 12 percent (13 mm) change in simulated $NI$ over the study period. A 10 percent increase in $S_i$ resulted in a 25 percent (26 mm) in simulated $NI$. Thus, the analysis indicates that model simulation of $NI$ is sensitive to the initial $S_i$ conditions.

**Estimating Net Infiltration**

Net infiltration ($NI$) was estimated based on a water balance between corrected precipitation ($P$) and evapotranspiration ($ET$). Annual differences between $P$ and $ET$ were partitioned between the change in root-zone water storage ($\Delta S$) and $NI$ based on a monthly water-balance (bucket) model. The model simulates $\Delta S$ with $P$ filling the bucket and $ET$ emptying the bucket. Net infiltration is assumed when the bucket is filled beyond its maximum storage capacity. Annual analysis periods (July 1–June 30) were selected to minimize the influence of antecedent soil-zone water storage on the water balance.

**Precipitation Estimates**

Annual corrected $P$ ranged from 184 to 708 mm during the July 1, 2002–June 30, 2005 study period (table 5; Smith and others, 2017). Gage-catch deficiency corrections increased $P_r$ totals by an average of 17.3 percent. The average gage-catch correction for the study period was applied to annual totals to compute an annual mean of 365 mm for the period July 1, 1959, to June 30, 2015 (fig. 6). Gaps in the A12 record (1996, 1997) were estimated from nearby gages, and the record was extended (2012–15) based on the replacement gage (M40; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2015). Annual $P$ was (1) the fourth lowest on record ($n = 55$) during the first year (July 1, 2002–June 30, 2003), (2) slightly less than the annual mean during the second year (July 1, 2003–June 30, 2004), and (3) the second highest annual total on record during the third year of the study (July 1, 2004–June 30, 2005).

**Evapotranspiration Estimates**

Annual $ET$ was 246, 413, and 433 mm at the pinyon-juniper $ET$ site during the 3-year study, respectively, and 263 and 387 mm at the scrub-brush $ET$ site during the first 2 years of the study, respectively (table 6; Smith and others, 2017). Annual $ET$ averaged 18 percent greater and ranged from no change to 53 percent greater than annual $ET$ reported by DeMeo and others (2006). Larger differences between DeMeo and others (2006) and this study occurred during annual periods with multiple data gaps exceeding 1 month in duration.

Evapotranspiration at both sites was within the uncertainty of one another during the first two annual periods of the study, indicating that annual $ET$ is similar for these different vegetation types. Similarities in annual $ET$ despite vegetative cover differences may be due to a larger proportion of bare-soil evaporation and sublimation compared to transpiration at these high-altitude sites. Moreo and others (2014) estimated that about 73 percent of annual $ET$ could be attributed to bare-soil evaporation and sublimation, compared to only 27 percent transpiration in a ponderosa pine forest at an altitude of 2,630 m in southern Nevada.

Daily $ET$ was greatest during spring and summer and least during autumn and winter (fig. 7A).

[All values in millimeters. Annual precipitation was summed from July 1 to June 30 each year. ±, plus or minus]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual period</th>
<th>Measured precipitation ($P_m$)</th>
<th>Corrected precipitation ($P$)</th>
<th>$P$ uncertainty (±)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pinion-juniper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-01-04 to 06-30-05</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Annual precipitation corrected for gage-catch deficiencies, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada, July 1, 1959–June 30, 2015. Annual precipitation was summed from July 1 to June 30 each year.


[All values in millimeters. Abbreviations: ET, evapotranspiration; ±, plus or minus]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evapotranspiration site</th>
<th>Annual period</th>
<th>Reported ET (DeMeo and others, 2006)</th>
<th>Corrected ET (this study)</th>
<th>ET uncertainty (±)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinyon-juniper</td>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-04 to 06-30-05</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrub-brush</td>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7. Daily corrected (A) evapotranspiration (ET) and (B) precipitation and soil-zone water storage at the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush ET sites, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, Nevada, January 1, 2002, to August 24, 2005.
Small seasonal variations between sites likely reflect differences in dominant vegetation species, phenological patterns, and landscape aspect at each site. The pinyon-juniper site is comprised of evergreen pines and is on a west-facing slope, whereas the scrub-brush site is comprised of drought-deciduous shrubs and lies on a northwest-facing slope. Generally, snowmelt occurs earlier in the spring on west-facing and not north-facing slopes resulting in greater ET and less infiltration at the pinyon-juniper site, and is delayed by tree shading resulting in less ET and greater infiltration at the pinyon-juniper site.

The range in annual (July 1–June 30) P during the study period presented an opportunity to evaluate ET during historically below-average, near-average, and historically above-average precipitation years (fig. 6, tables 5 and 6). During the first year of the study, P was 182 mm (about 50 percent of average) and ET was 246 mm and 263 mm at the pinyon-juniper and scrub-brush ET sites, respectively. This imbalance between P and ET indicates that an average of 27 percent of ET at these sites was supplied by water stored from previous years. During the second year of the study, P was 357 mm (about 98 percent of average), and ET was 413 mm at the pinyon-juniper site and 387 mm at the scrub-brush site. Second-year results indicate that all P was consumed by ET during this near-average precipitation year. During the third year of the study, P was 708 mm (about 194 percent of average), and ET was 433 mm at the pinyon-juniper site. Annual ET during the third year was only 20 mm greater than the previous year, even though P was 351 mm greater, indicating that annual ET during both years likely was near the maximum potential rate given the annual cycle of water availability.

### Root-Zone Water Storage Estimates

Soil-zone water storage generally increased during autumn and winter in response to greater precipitation and lesser atmospheric-evaporative demands, decreased from spring to summer as stored water from snowmelt either percolated deeper or satisfied increasing ET demand, and reached annual minima during summer (fig. 7B). Annual changes in soil-zone water storage contributed negligibly to the water budget because analysis periods that begin and end during summer were selected specifically to minimize its effect on ΔS estimates.

Estimates of ΔS were negative during the first 2 years of the study (table 7). Negative ΔS values resulted during annual periods when some root-zone water stored during previous years was lost to ET. Computed soil-zone Smax values indicate that the soil zone has the capacity to yield the deficit (table 4); however, negligible amounts of water were stored or lost in the soil zone during selected annual water-budget analysis periods (fig. 7B). Thus, the primary source of water supporting atmospheric-evaporative demand was water stored in the fractured-bedrock zone (fig. 3). Annual P for the 4 years preceding the study period ranged from 50 to 105 percent and averaged 80 percent (292 mm) of the annual mean (365 mm). Considering that about 8–30 percent of annual ET during the study period was supplied by root-zone water stored during previous years, the storage capacity of the bedrock must be sufficient to sustain vegetation through multiple below-average precipitation years. Estimates of weathered or fractured bedrock supplying most plant-available water when overlaid by a thin soil zone is supported by investigations of Jones and Graham (1993), Anderson and others (1995), and Hubbert and others (2001).

### Table 7.


[All values in millimeters. P: Precipitation. ET: Evapotranspiration. ΔS: Change in root-zone water storage. NI: Net infiltration]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Annual period</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>ET</th>
<th>ΔS</th>
<th>NI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinyon-juniper</td>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>-56</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-04 to 06-30-05</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrub-brush</td>
<td>07-01-02 to 06-30-03</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>-79</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07-01-03 to 06-30-04</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Net Infiltration Estimate

Net infiltration occurred only during the third year (July 1, 2004, to June 30, 2005) of the study at the pinyon-juniper site, when \(P\) exceeded \(ET\) by 275 mm. Water-balance model simulation results indicate that about 61 percent of annual \(P\) was lost to \(ET\), 27 percent was retained as bedrock-zone storage, and 12 percent (82 mm) became \(NI\) (table 7). The accumulated depletion of root-zone water-storage resulting from previous below-average precipitation years was replenished (fig. 8). Net infiltration processes were initiated in February 2005 after the root zone became fully saturated. Net infiltration occurred for only a brief period. By the end of the annual period (June 30, 2005), root-zone water storage declined by about 160 mm from full capacity, with about one-half the loss coming from the soil zone (fig. 7B) and one-half from the bedrock zone. Net infiltration also likely occurred during the third year at the scrub-brush site, but was not estimated because of insufficient data (fig. 7A). It should be noted that actual \(NI\) timing could lag model simulated \(NI\) timing because the water-balance model does not account for above-ground water storage (snowpack).

Model-simulated \(NI\) for the 3-year study period is reasonable when considered as part of a long-term annual average rate. Net infiltration occurred after the root zone was fully saturated (the bucket was full) during an excessively wet year. The water-balance model results indicated that net infiltration occurred in 2005, despite following 5 of 6 below-average precipitation years. Precipitation in 2005 was about 194 percent (708 mm) of the annual mean (fig. 6). If \(NI\) is assumed to occur during every wet year, defined arbitrarily as greater than 150 percent of the annual mean, then \(NI\) would have occurred 6 times between 1960 and 2015, or about once every 9 years (fig. 6). If the 82 mm of simulated \(NI\) from 2005 is distributed over 9 years, then the annual \(NI\) rate is about 9 mm/yr. This rate is within the previously estimated range of 5 to 50 mm/yr (see section, “Hydrogeology of Rainier Mesa”).

Figure 8. Water-balance model simulation results for pinyon-juniper evapotranspiration site, Rainier Mesa, Nevada National Security Site, 2002–05.
Limitations of Net Infiltration Estimate

The accuracy of simulated NI presented in this report is limited primarily by the validity of assumptions made for the water-balance model. The water-balance model represents a simplified one-dimensional version of a complex three-dimensional system of soil and fractured bedrock water storage. Due to the inability to measure water content in the fractured bedrock, and lack of reported hydraulic properties, the available water capacity (table 4) was estimated based on literature values of root-zone depth and porosity. Model calibration based on multiple parameter estimates of root-zone depth, porosity, and root-zone storage at the beginning of the simulation period ($S_b$) may lead to dissimilar model results. Thus, the calibrated model results are non-unique and additional hydraulic investigations of the bedrock near the soil zone are necessary to more accurately quantify NI.

As described in the section, “Model Calibration,” model-simulated NI is sensitive to $S_b$. The plausibility of $S_b$ (178 mm) was checked by adding this estimate to the total available water capacity ($S_{max}$) depletion (-414 mm), resulting in an initial $\Delta S$ depletion of -236 mm (fig. 8). The initial $\Delta S$ depletion was then evaluated by applying the mean $\Delta S$ computed during the first 2 years of the study period (-56 mm, table 7) when precipitation was below average to the 4 years preceding the study period when precipitation also was below average. The result (-59 mm × 4 = -236 mm) indicates that the initial $\Delta S$ depletion of -236 mm is reasonable.

Conclusions

The extreme range in annual precipitation during the 3-year study presented a rare opportunity to evaluate evapotranspiration (ET) and estimate net infiltration over a wide range of conditions. Annual (July–June) precipitation was the fourth lowest and second highest on record during the first and third years, with a near-average year in between.

Annual site-scale water-budget results indicate net infiltration was negligible during the below-average and average precipitation years, as ET exceeded precipitation at both sites. During these years, stored water was depleted from the fractured-bedrock of the root zone. During the wet third year, water storage in the bedrock of the root zone was replenished at the pinyon-juniper site and excess water storage became net infiltration.

The fractured bedrock of the root zone functions as a shallow reservoir. Water storage in the reservoir decreases during below-average (dry) precipitation years and increases during above-average (wet) precipitation years. Reservoir capacity is sufficient to meet atmospheric-evaporative demands and sustain vegetation through extended dry periods (1999–2004, for example), when limited precipitation likely caused a significant decline in storage. The resulting water-storage deficit probably precludes groundwater recharge until the root zone is fully saturated.

Percolation below the root zone (net infiltration) occurs during wet years once the reservoir is filled to capacity. The mechanisms controlling the rate of percolation below the root zone through the thick (300–500 m) unsaturated zone to the water table are poorly understood; however, water levels in selected wells near Rainier Mesa increased rapidly following the 2005 wet year as a result of an episodic recharge pulse. Therefore, it is reasonable that the water-level response was caused by the large increase in root-zone storage that was simulated during the third year of the study. The increase was sufficient to fill the bedrock reservoir and induce recharge through preferential fracture flow.

Plants on Rainier Mesa likely have adapted to using water at a rate that approaches the long-term average precipitation, relying on the shallow bedrock reservoir for water during dry years. It is assumed that the reservoir was depleted in September 2004, following 5 years of below-average precipitation and after the driest 2-year period on record. Annual ET rates at the end of the prolonged dry period (2003) were only 60 percent of ET rates during the wetter 2 years that followed. This anomalously low ET rate suggests that plants were stressed and the reservoir was low.

Only during excessively wet years is there sufficient precipitation to supply ET needs and also completely replenish the shallow reservoir. During these years, surplus precipitation can infiltrate below the root zone and recharge the deep water table. The long-term precipitation record at Rainier Mesa indicates that these extreme wet years are infrequent and may occur, on average, once every 5–10 years. This is consistent with long-term water-level records in wells surrounding Rainier Mesa, which show recharge responses following wet years in 1995, 1998, and 2005 (Elliott and Fenelon, 2010).
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